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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SUPERVISED 
DOWNLOADING OF BROADCAST DATA 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention is directed, in general, to 
broadcasting systems and, more speci?cally, to a broadcast 
ing network capable of downloading application software 
and user data rapidly and securely to a plurality of users. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] From the middle 1990s to the present, the wireless 
communication industry has experienced the same type of 
explosive growth that the personal computer (PC) industry 
experienced in the 1980s and early 1990s. Much of this 
growth was spurred by the Federal Communication Com 
mission’s (“FCC”) auctioning of portions of the radio spec 
trum for a variety of new technologies, including high 
de?nition television (HDTV), personal communication ser 
vices (PCS) systems, two-way wireless messaging, 
advanced cellular networks, and the like. In addition to 
improving traditional public broadcasting, such as radio and 
television programs, these new technologies have also made 
it possible to rapidly broadcast shared software, such as 
application programs and user data, to a large number of 
users. 

[0003] The broadcast of software is a useful complement 
to the concept of “network computers.” Network computers, 
sometimes called “thin clients,” are PCs that contain a 
minimum amount of installed software and that download 
most data and software from a server when needed. The user 
is generally unaware that he or she is not working with a 
computer with local storage and software. This only works 
if the client-server connection is broad enough to instantly 
download the required data. Unfortunately, client PCs are 
typically connected to the server via a telephone line and a 
28.8 kbps or 56 kbps modem. 

[0004] Broadband broadcasting of common software 
applications provides rapid downloading of software to user 
devices, including client PCs and smart appliances. In a 
typical scenario, a user device, such as a laptop computer 
running a WindowsTM operating system, an advanced cel 
lular device, or a smart appliance running a Windows CETM 
operating system, receives transmitted data via a broadband 
broadcast connection. When the user needs to execute a 
particular application, the user device downloads the appli 
cation from the network via a designated broadband fre 
quency in which the application is repeatedly transmitted. 
The user uploads data to the network via a modem connec 
tion or by a narrowband wireless connection. If the user 
needs personal user data from the server, the user transmits 
a request for the data to the server and then downloads the 
user data via a user-selected or a server-selected broadband 

frequency. 

[0005] Unfortunately, the broadband connection is unre 
liable and if an application is corrupted during transmission, 
the user device must wait for the next transmission of the 
same application program. However, some of the data 
corrupted in the original broadcast may also be corrupted in 
the second broadcast. Hence, the user device must wait for 
at least a third transmission of the application program. This 
process may be repeated many times before the application 
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program is ?nally completely downloaded. Naturally, this 
slows down the operation of the user device. 

[0006] There is therefore a need in the art for improved 
systems and methods for downloading application programs 
and/or user data via a broadcast connection. In particular, 
there is a need for improved systems and methods for 
downloading broadcast software with minimum perfor 
mance degradation if the software is corrupted during broad 
cast. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] To address the above-discussed de?ciencies of the 
prior art, it is a primary object of the present invention to 
provide a data processing system capable of receiving at 
least one of a user data ?le and an application program 
wirelessly transmitted from a central server, the data pro 
cessing system comprising: 1) an RF transceiver capable of 
receiving in a forward channel blocks of data transmitted by 
the central server and transmitting to the central server in a 
reverse channel at least one of user input data and user 
commands, wherein the blocks of data comprise the at least 
one of a user data ?le and the application program; and 2) 
a download controller capable of monitoring the received 
blocks of data and detecting therein corrupted data associ 
ated with a ?rst block of data, wherein the download 
controller, in response to the detection of the corrupted data, 
transmits to the central server via a wireline network a 
retransmission request capable of causing the central server 
to retransmit the ?rst block of data. 

[0008] According to an advantageous embodiment of the 
present invention, the central server retransmits the ?rst 
block of data via the wireline network. 

[0009] According to one embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the download controller is capable of detecting an 
omitted block of data from the received block of data. 

[0010] According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, the download controller, in response to the detec 
tion of the omitted block of data, transmits to the central 
server via the wireline network a retransmission request 
capable of causing the central server to retransmit the 
omitted block of data. 

[0011] According to still another embodiment of the 
present invention, the central server retransmits the omitted 
block of data via the wireline network. 

[0012] According to yet another embodiment of the 
present invention, the central server intermittently transmits 
the application program in the forward channel. 

[0013] According to a further embodiment of the present 
invention, the wireline network is a publicly switched tele 
phone network. 

[0014] According to a still further embodiment of the 
present invention, the wireline network is the Internet. 

[0015] The foregoing has outlined rather broadly the fea 
tures and technical advantages of the present invention so 
that those skilled in the art may better understand THE 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION that 
follows. Additional features and advantages of the invention 
will be described hereinafter that form the subject of the 
claims of the invention. Those skilled in the art should 
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appreciate that they may readily use the conception and the 
speci?c embodiment disclosed as a basis for modifying or 
designing other structures for carrying out the same pur 
poses of the present invention. Those skilled in the art should 
also realiZe that such equivalent constructions do not depart 
from the spirit and scope of the invention in its broadest 
form. 

[0016] Before undertaking the DETAILED DESCRIP 
TION OF THE INVENTION, it may be advantageous to set 
forth de?nitions of certain Words and phrases used through 
out this patent document: the terms “include” and “com 
prise” and derivatives thereof, mean inclusion Without limi 
tation; the term “or,” is inclusive, meaning and/or; the 
phrases “associated With” and “associated thereWith,” as 
Well as derivatives thereof, may mean to include, be 
included Within, interconnect With, contain, be contained 
Within, connect to or With, couple to or With, be communi 
cable With, cooperate With, interleave, juxtapose, be proxi 
mate to, be bound to or With, have, have a property of, or the 
like; and the term “controller,”“processor,” or “apparatus” 
means any device, system or part thereof that controls at 
least one operation, such a device may be implemented in 
hardWare, ?rmWare or softWare, or some combination of at 
least tWo of the same. It should be noted that the function 
ality associated With any particular controller may be cen 
traliZed or distributed, Whether locally or remotely. De?ni 
tions for certain Words and phrases are provided throughout 
this patent document, those of ordinary skill in the art should 
understand that in many, if not most instances, such de?ni 
tions apply to prior, as Well as future uses of such de?ned 
Words and phrases. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0017] For a more complete understanding of the present 
invention, and the advantages thereof, reference is noW 
made to the folloWing descriptions taken in conjunction With 
the accompanying draWings, Wherein like numbers desig 
nate like objects, and in Which: 

[0018] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary Wireless server for 
broadcasting softWare in accordance With one embodiment 
of the present invention; 

[0019] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary user device capable 
of receiving broadcast softWare in accordance With one 
embodiment of the present invention; and 

[0020] FIG. 3 is a How chart illustrating an exemplary 
doWnloading operation of broadcast softWare in accordance 
With one embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0021] FIGS. 1 through 3, discussed beloW, and the 
various embodiments used to describe the principles of the 
present invention in this patent document are by Way of 
illustration only and should not be construed in any Way to 
limit the scope of the invention. Those skilled in the art Will 
understand that the principles of the present invention may 
be implemented in any suitably arranged softWare broad 
casting netWork. 

[0022] FIG. 1 illustrates exemplary softWare broadcasting 
server 100 in accordance With one embodiment of the 
present invention. Server 100 comprises RF transceiver 105, 
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antenna 106, and processing system 115. Processing system 
115 further comprises broadcast controller 120 and memory 
125. Broadcast controller 120, under control of broadcast 
application 130 in memory 125, controls the Wireless trans 
mission of application programs and user data to system 
subscribers via RF transceiver 105 and antenna 106. Broad 
cast controller 120 also receives inputs from subscribers via 
RF transceiver 105 and Wireline netWork 110, Which may be, 
for example, the public sWitched telephone netWork (PSTN) 
or the Internet. 

[0023] Memory 125 also stores user names table 140, user 
passWords table 150, end-user application program 160, and 
user data ?les 170. User names table 140 provides the name 
of each user Which is authoriZed to access server 100. Each 
user name serves as a pointer to its associated passWord as 
stored in user passWords table 150. Veri?cation of received 
user names and passWords provides protection against unau 
thoriZed access to server 100 centraliZed application pro 
grams and services. 

[0024] Exemplary end-user application program 160 is 
available for Wireless and/or Wireline access by authoriZed 
users. Data stored in end-user application program 160 is 
partitioned into N blocks, labeled Program Block 1 through 
Program Block N, each of Which has associated thereWith a 
longitudinal redundancy check (LRC) value, labeled 
LRCl-l through LRCl-N. The LRC values may be calcu 
lated by any one of many Well-knoWn techniques and are 
dependent on the values of the data contained in each of the 
program blocks. For example, LRCl-l may be a byte that is 
calculated by exclusive-ORing (X-OR) all of the bytes in 
Program Block 1. If the transmitted LRC matches the LRC 
calculated by the receiving user device using the received 
program block, the user device knoWs that the transmitted 
program block Was correctly received (i.e., not corrupted). 
When a user device calculates an LRC that does not match 
the received LRC, the user device knoWs that the received 
program block data is corrupted. 

[0025] Exemplary user data ?le 170 stores data associated 
With a selected authoriZed user. User data ?le 170 may 
include data created from application programs Wirelessly 
doWnloaded to a user device, as Well as data from programs 
resident in user devices. For instance, user data ?le 170 data 
may represent a spreadsheet ?le, a personal calendar ?le, a 
Word processing ?le, a database, and the like. User data ?le 
170 in memory 125 is partitioned into M blocks, labeled 
User Data Block 1 through User Data Block M, each of 
Which has associated thereWith a longitudinal redundancy 
check (LRC) value, labeled LRC2-1 through LRC2-M. If 
the transmitted LRC matches the LRC calculated by the 
receiving user device using the received user data block, the 
user device knoWs that the transmitted user data block Was 
correctly received (i.e., not corrupted). When a user device 
calculates an LRC that does not match the received LRC, the 
user device knoWs that the received user data block data is 
corrupted. 

[0026] Broadcast application 130 comprises softWare for 
transmitting (i.e., broadcasting) application programs to one 
or more users via RF transceiver 105 and antenna 106, or 
Wireline netWork 110, as described beloW. Broadcast appli 
cation 130 also includes broadcast schedule routine 132 and 
corruption algorithm 134. Broadcast schedule routine 132 
represents frequency assignment information and/or time 
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of-day data for transfer of particular application programs. 
For instance, end-user application program 160 may be 
assigned to a particular frequency channel for repetitive 
transmission throughout the day. 

[0027] In one embodiment, broadcast schedule routine 
132 may represent a sequence or sequences for cycling 
through a plurality of selected application programs. The 
sequence may address one or more elements, including 
frequency channels assigned on a sequence basis, time-of 
day for sequencing, the timing interval betWeen each trans 
ferred program, and the like. In another embodiment, broad 
cast schedule routine 132 may represent a time sequence for 
cycling through selected application programs, a time-of 
day for a selected sequence of programs, different frequency 
channels for different programs, and/or different sequence of 
selected programs for a particular time-of-day. 

[0028] Corruption algorithm 134 comprises softWare that 
periodically causes one or more out-going blocks of data 
from end-user application program 160 or user data ?le 170 
to be purposely corrupted during the RF broadcast process. 
In accordance With the principles of the present invention, 
this purposeful corruption of out-going data provides the 
means for ensuring that application programs and user 
selected data are only available to authoriZed users Without 
the greater consumption of time associated With encryption 
and decryption processes. The corruption is detected in the 
receiving user device When the LRC check fails. In an 
alternate embodiment of the present invention, corruption 
algorithm 134 may simply block the transmission of (i.e., 
omit) a program block or user data block. The omitted user 
data block is detected in the receiving user device using 
sequence numbers associated With each program block or 
user data block. 

[0029] Antenna 106 and RF transceiver 105 broadcast 
end-user application program 160 or user data ?le 170 and 
associated LRCs from. broadcast controller 120 under the 
control of broadcast application 130. When application 
program 160 is initially loaded into memory 125, broadcast 
controller 120 partitions the program into N blocks and 
calculates and stores the LRC associated With each program 
block. Broadcast controller 120 causes RF transceiver 105 to 
broadcast Program Blocks 1-N to user devices in a “for 
Ward” channel indicated by broadcast schedule 132. Peri 
odically during the broadcast of a particular program and 
under the direction of corruption algorithm 134, broadcast 
controller 120 causes one or more selected program blocks 

to be corrupted While the LRC associated With the block 
remains unchanged. 

[0030] When an authoriZed user device receives broadcast 
program or user data blocks, it compares the received LRCs 
With LRCs calculated for the received blocks of data. When 
a corrupted data block is indicated by a difference in LRCs, 
the user device may Wirelessly transmit in a “reverse” 
channel a “Retransmit” message containing a user name, a 
user passWord, and the identi?cation of the corrupted block. 
Alternatively, the user device may send a “Retransmit” 
message through Wireline netWork 110. In either case, 
processing system 115 veri?es the received user name and 
associated user passWord using the data in user names table 
140 and user passWords table 150. When processing system 
115 determines that a valid user has responded, it transfers 
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an uncorrupted version of the previously corrupted program 
block or user data block to the requesting user device via 
Wireline netWork 110. 

[0031] In an alternate embodiment, corruption algorithm 
134 may cause broadcast controller 120 to purposely delete 
one or more program blocks or user data blocks during the 
transmission process. When the receiving user device 
detects the missing program block or user data block using 
the sequence numbers associated With the received blocks, 
the user device requests retransmission of the missing data 
block via a reverse channel request through the Wireless 
netWork or via Wireline netWork 110. In response, server 100 
retranmits the missing data block and its associated LRC via 
Wireline netWork 110. 

[0032] FIG. 2 illustrates eXemplary user device 200, 
Which is capable of receiving RF broadcast softWare in 
accordance With one embodiment of the present invention. 
User device 200 comprises RF transceiver 205, antenna 206, 
and processing system 215, Which may be, for eXample, a 
personal computer (PC), an advanced cellular telephone 
device, a personal communication services (PCS) device, a 
personal digital assistant (PDA) device, a PalmPilotTM 
device, or the like. Processing system 215 further comprises 
doWnload controller 220 and memory 225. DoWnload con 
troller 220, under the direction of doWnload application 230 
in memory 225, controls the doWnloading of program blocks 
and user data blocks and LRCs from server 100 via RF 
transceiver 205 and antenna 206 and, alternatively, Wireless 
netWork 110. 

[0033] DoWnload controller 220 receives data inputs and 
commands from a subscriber via one or more user I/O 

device(s) 212, Which may include, for eXample, a keyboard, 
a mouse, a touch screen, or the like. DoWnload controller 
220 may transmit at least some of these subscriber inputs 
and/or commands to server 100 via RF transceiver 205 or via 
Wireline netWork 110. Memory 225 also stores user names 
table 240, user passWords table 250, end-user application 
program 260, and user data ?le 270. Data stored in user 
names table 240 represents the name or names or authoriZed 

users or subscribers associated With user device 200. These 
user names serve as pointers to their respective passWord as 
stored in user passWords table 250. Multiple user names and 
passWords may be assigned to a user device 200 When one 
or more individuals have access to user device 200 and/or 
When one or more accounts or services are assigned to user 

device 200. Data in user names table 240 and user passWords 
table 250 corresponds to the equivalent user device 200 data 
as stored in server 100. 

[0034] End-user application program 260 is the doWn 
loaded version of end-user application program 160 trans 
mitted by server 100. User data ?le 270 provides temporary 
storage for data created or modi?ed by user device 200 While 
running an application program processing and stores user 
data ?les received from server 100. User data ?le 270 may 
include data created by a transferred application program or 
by an application program resident in user device 200, Which 
may reside in memory 225. User data may represent spread 
sheets, personal calendars, Word processing ?les, databases, 
and the like. Example user-resident programs may include 
an operating system program or programs Which provide 
basic capability for email, Internet, and the like. 

[0035] DoWnload application program 230 comprises 
softWare that controls the Wireless reception of application 
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program blocks via a forward channel through antenna 206 
and transceiver 205, and, alternatively, via Wireline network 
110. DoWnload application 230 also includes broadcast 
schedule routine 232 and corruption algorithm 234 that 
provide user device 200 resident storage for the previously 
described broadcast schedule and corruption algorithm in 
server 100. In this case, doWnload controller 220 uses 
broadcast schedule routine 232 to determine the frequency 
channel (and optionally a time slot) for doWnloading a 
particular application program. 

[0036] Similarly, doWnload controller 220 calculates an 
LRC for a received program data blocks based on corruption 
algorithm 234 and compares the calculated LRC With the 
received LRC. When the LRCs match, doWnload controller 
220 takes no further action. When the LRCs do not match, 
doWnload controller 220 transmits a retransmission request 
to server 100 through the reverse channel via RF transceiver 
205 and antenna 206, or via Wireline netWork 110. The 
retransmission request causes server 100 to retransmit the 
identi?ed application program block and its LRC via Wire 
line netWork 110. In the case of user data ?le 270, doWnload 
controller 220 calculates an LRC for each user data block 
received from server 100. DoWnload controller 220 com 
pares the calculated LRC to the received LRC and requests 
retransmission of blocks When mismatches are found, as 
previously described. 

[0037] In an alternate embodiment (as described above for 
server 100), doWnload controller 220 examines doWnloaded 
program blocks and user data blocks from server 100 to 
determine if one or more program blocks or user data blocks 
and missing. When doWnload controller 220 detects that a 
block is missing, doWnload controller 220 identi?es and 
requests retransmission of the missing block in a reverse 
channel message via RF transceiver 205 and antenna 206, or 
via Wireline netWork 110. Various methods may be used for 
detection of the missing block. For instance, doWnload 
controller 220 may detect the presence of a forWard channel 
data header Without accompanying data, the absence of an 
expected sequence number, or the like. 

[0038] FIG. 3 is a How chart illustrating an exemplary 
doWnloading operation of broadcast softWare in accordance 
With one embodiment of the present invention. Server 100 
repeatedly broadcasts one or more common application 
programs in one or more dedicated broadband frequencies. 
The time slots and frequencies of transmission are deter 
mined by data stored in broadcast schedule routine 132. If 
user device 200 requests the transfer of a speci?c user data 
?le, server 100 receives the request via RF transceiver 105 
or Wireline netWork 110 and transmits the requested user 
data blocks and associated LRCs in a selected forWard 
channel via RF transceiver 105. Optionally, server 100 may 
cause one or more application program blocks or user data 

blocks to be purposely corrupted (or omitted) prior to 
transmission (process step 305). 

[0039] User device 200, under control of doWnload appli 
cation 230, monitors the Wireless transmissions of server 
100 in order to receive and doWnload transmitted end-user 
application program 160 or user data ?le 170. In the case of 
end-user application program 160, user device 200 monitors 
the dedicated broadcast frequency that carries end-user 
application program 160. In the case of user data ?le 170, 
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user device 200 monitors a selected broadband frequency 
speci?ed by server 100 for the transmission of user data ?le 
170 (process step 310). 

[0040] Once a program or user data block is received, user 
device 200 calculates an LCR for the block according to 
corruption algorithm 234 and compares the calculated LCR 
With the associated received LCR. When user device 200 
determines that received and calculated LCR(s) are differ 
ent, it determines that the associated block(s) are corrupted 
(process step 315). 
[0041] Subsequently, user device 200 transmits a request 
for the retransmission of identi?ed blocks of data and the 
corresponding LCR(s) to server 100. User device 200 trans 
mits the retransmission request via Wireline netWork 110 or 
through RF transceiver 205 and antenna 206 (process step 
320). Upon receiving the retransmission request from user 
device 200 and verifying the user name and user passWord 
associated With user device 200, server 100 retransmits the 
corrupted block(s) of data (in uncorrupted form) and asso 
ciated LRCs to user device 200 through Wireline netWork 
110 (process step 325). 

[0042] User device 200 receives the retransmitted block(s) 
of data and associated LRCs through Wireline netWork 100. 
User device 200 calculates LCR(s) for the received block(s) 
of data and compares the calculated LCR(s) With the 
received LCR(s). Assuming that no corruption occurred 
during the Wireline transfer process, user device 200 deter 
mines that the LCR(s) match and subsequently replaces the 
previously stored corrupted block(s) of data With the neWly 
received uncorrupted block(s) of data (process step 330.) 

[0043] The present invention provides a means for trans 
ferring selected program(s) and other blocks of user data 
betWeen one or more servers associated With Wireless and 

Wireline netWorks and one or more authoriZed user devices. 

This invention further provides the ability for maximiZing 
the transfer of blocks of data through Wireless medium While 
providing added security With selected transfer via Wireline 
media. Further, the present invention provides a secure 
means for doWnloading user data and application programs 
Without consuming the time required for additional encryp 
tion, transfer, and decryption of protected blocks of data. 
The intentional corruption or omission, or both, of one or 
more data blocks from an application program or a user data 
?le renders the application program or user data ?le unus 
able. 

[0044] Although the present invention has been described 
in detail, those skilled in the art should understand that they 
may make numerous changes, substitutions and alterations 
herein Without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention in its broadest form. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A data processing system capable of receiving at least 

one of a user data ?le and an application program Wirelessly 
transmitted from a central server, said data processing 
system comprising: 

an RF transceiver capable of receiving in a forWard 
channel blocks of data transmitted by said central 
server and transmitting to said central server in a 
reverse channel at least one of user input data and user 
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commands, wherein said blocks of data comprise said 
at least one of a user data ?le and said application 
program; and 

a download controller capable of monitoring said received 
blocks of data and detecting therein corrupted data 
associated With a ?rst block of data, Wherein said 
doWnload controller, in response to said detection of 
said corrupted data, transmits to said central server via 
a Wireline netWork a retransmission request capable of 
causing said central server to retransmit said ?rst block 
of data. 

2. The data processing system set forth in claim 1 Wherein 
said central server retransmits said ?rst block of data via said 
Wireline netWork. 

3. The data processing system set forth in claim 1 Wherein 
said doWnload controller is capable of detecting an omitted 
block of data from said received block of data. 

4. The data processing system set forth in claim 3 Wherein 
said doWnload controller, in response to said detection of 
said omitted block of data, transmits to said central server 
via said Wireline netWork a retransmission request capable 
of causing said central server to retransmit said omitted 
block of data. 

5. The data processing system set forth in claim 4 Wherein 
said central server retransmits said omitted block of data via 
said Wireline netWork. 

6. The data processing system set forth in claim 1 Wherein 
said central server intermittently transmits said application 
program in said forWard channel. 

7. The data processing system set forth in claim 1 Wherein 
said Wireline netWork is a publicly sWitched telephone 
netWork. 

8. The data processing system set forth in claim 1 Wherein 
said Wireline netWork is the Internet. 

9. A central server capable of broadcasting at least one of 
a user data ?le and an application program to a user data 

device, said central server comprising: 

an RF transceiver capable of transmitting in a forWard 
channel blocks of data associated With said at least one 
of a user data ?le and said application program and 
receiving in a reverse channel at least one of user input 
data and user commands; and 
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a broadcast controller capable of selectively corrupting a 
?rst block of data transmitted in said forWard channel 
and receiving from a Wireline netWork a retransmission 
request transmitted by said user data device requesting 
that said corrupted block of data be retransmitted to 
said user data device. 

10. The central server set forth in claim 9 Wherein said 
broadcast controller retransmits said ?rst block of data via 
said Wireline netWork. 

11. The central server set forth in claim 9 Wherein said 
broadcast controller is capable of omitting a block of data 
from said blocks of data transmitted in said forWard channel. 

12. The central server set forth in claim 11 Wherein said 
broadcast controller is capable of receiving from said Wire 
line netWork a retransmission request transmitted by said 
user data device requesting that said omitted block of data be 
retransmitted to said user data device. 

13. The central server set forth in claim 12 Wherein said 
broadcast controller retransmits said omitted block of data 
via said Wireline netWork. 

14. The central server set forth in claim 9 Wherein said 
central server intermittently transmits said application pro 
gram in said forWard channel. 

15. The data processing system set forth in claim 9 
Wherein said Wireline netWork is a publicly sWitched tele 
phone netWork. 

16. The data processing system set forth in claim 9 
Wherein said Wireline netWork is the Internet. 

17. For use in a data processing system, a method of 
doWnloading at least one of a user data ?le and an applica 
tion program from a central server, the method comprising 
the steps of: 

receiving in a forWard channel blocks of data Wirelessly 
transmitted by the central server, Wherein the blocks of 
data comprise the at least one of a user data ?le and the 
application program; 

transmitting to the central server in a reverse channel at 
least one of user input data and user commands; 

monitoring the received blocks of data and detecting 
therein 


